
THE HOMESCHOOL RESOURCE ROADMAP
COMMON CORE PROJECT

CORRELATED
(matching content to CCS/NGSS/C3) 

Each of these companies - listed in alphabetical order - is CORRELATED to – which is different than explicit 
alignment with - the CCS/NGSS/C3.

CORRELATED providers did not make content changes in order to become "aligned" and, in many cases, 
have indicated concerns with the initiative. However, they do note (usually on their websites) where/how their 
materials - as written - correlate with aspects of the CCS/NGSS/C3. In other words, they promote where/how 
they match the CCS/NGSS/C3, but have not actually changed their content to align.

Because these resources fall into one of the "gray areas" of CCS/NGSS/C3 association, it is particularly 
important to check the notes for each entry to see just why each resource is classified as it is.

Additionally, it must be noted that the list simply indicates each company's position relative to the 
CCS/NGSS/C3. The coordinator of the research project does not endorse or reprove the use of any of these 
products and resources; it is up to each individual homeschool family to determine which materials - in any 
category - it should use.
 
Similarly, though I endeavor to be as accurate as possible, it is incumbent upon each family to do its own 
research because it's possible that the positions of some of these entities may change over time.

RESOURCE NOTES

1. 4-H The 4-H Communications Curriculum advertises its correlation to 
the CCS and its Veterinary Science curriculum advertises its 
correlation to the NGSS.

RESOURCE NOTES

2. A+ Tutorsoft A+ Tutorsoft clearly advertises that its products “meet and 
exceed common core standards,” even though its content has 
not been changed. 

3. ABCya.com The publisher of ABCya.com will not alter the site's content to 
align with the CCS. Instead, the site will “include a CCSS 
identifier at the bottom of [each] game description. So [parents 
and teachers will] get the same unchanged activities and an 
identifier...if [they] need to show alignment in [their] plans.” 

4. Abrams Books Abrams Books shows correlations to the CCS among its non-
fiction titles.
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http://www.4-h.org/
http://www.abramsbooks.com/
http://www.abcya.com/
http://www.aplustutorsoft.com/ProductCatalog.do?nextStep=getProductByType&productType=ONLINE-HOMESCHOOL
http://www.4-hmall.org/curriculum/Look-Inside/AAS/Veterinary_Science/08745DD_LookInside.pdf
http://www.4-hmall.org/curriculum/Look-Inside/PL/Communication/08644DD_LookInside.pdf


RESOURCE NOTES

5. Academic Success for All Learners Academic Success for All Learners has not changed the content 
of its materials. However, it has researched how/where its 
program correlates with CCS and will make that information 
available to parents.

6. ACSI (Purposeful Design Publications) Purposeful Design Publications, the publishing arm of ACSI, “will 
not make the CCSS the standard by which [it develops] 
textbooks. [The company is] committed to remaining 
independent of the CCSS.” However, though it “will not change 
any content in order to align with the CCSS, [it] will identify 
where, in [its] textbooks (as written), the CCSS are addressed by
the content.”

7. Action Reading Action Reading advertises its support of the CCS.

8. Actuarial Foundation, The The Actuarial Foundation advertises its correlations to the CCS. 

9. Aladdin Books (Simon & Schuster) Aladdin Books titles are included among Simon & Schuster titles 
that support the CCS.

10. Albert Whitman & Company Albert Whitman has not changed the content of the literature it 
publishes (including The Boxcar Children), but is has developed 
charts to show CCS correlation to many of its resources, in 
addition to publishing CCS teacher's guides.

11. American School According to the American School     website, “the school [fulfills its]
mission, in part, informed by the [CCS], but [it is] not bound by 
those standards. [The CCS does] not dictate instructional 
methodologies or paper-based or online materials used within 
subjects. Rather, [CCS establishes] clear and measurable goals 
for what students should know, understand and be able to 
accomplish at the end of a course or grade.” The program also 
utilizes some books from publishers who have aligned to the 
CCS, though that varies by class. And coursework written by 
American School itself has not been changed to align.

12. Andrews McMeel Publishing Andrews McMeel has “not changed [its] content in any way to 
align to these standards...but [has] noted how [its] books 
[correlated] to the standards.”

13. Animated-Literacy Animated-Literacy has written a detailed analysis of ways in 
which it correlates to the CCS.

14. Annick Press Annick Press “now [includes correlation] information for books 
posted on [its] website.”

15. Arbor Algebra Arbor Algebra advertises ways in which its materials match 
aspects of the CCS.

16. Arbordale Publishing
(formerly Sylvan Dell Publishing)

Arbordale Publishing advertises titles that correlate with the 
CCS/NGSS.

17. Arcademic Skill Builders Arcademic Skill Builders lists how its games correlate with some 
of the CCS.

18. Art Achieve By the end of Summer 2014, Art Achieve will show how its 
lessons align with the new National Standards for Art Education, 
which are aligned with the CCS.

19. Art in History Art in History advertises its correlations to the CCS.

20. Atheneum Books for Young Readers 
(Simon & Schuster)

Atheneum Books for Young Readers titles are included among 
Simon & Schuster titles that support the CCS.

21. Attainment Attainment shows in its catalog and on its website ways in which 
its products correlate to the CCS.
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http://www.attainmentcompany.com/search/node/common%20core
http://assetlibrary.supadu.com/images/ckfinder/26/pdfs/CommonCore/CommonCoreTextExemplarsBrochure.pdf
http://imprints.simonandschuster.biz/atheneum
https://www.artinhistory.com/common-core/
https://www.artinhistory.com/
http://artachieve.com/
http://www.arcademics.com/standards/
http://www.sylvandellpublishing.com/SetsByCommonCore.htm
http://www.arbordalepublishing.com/
http://www.arboralgebra.org/
http://www.annickpress.com/
http://www.animated-literacy.com/Animated_Literacy_Home.html
http://www.andrewsmcmeel.com/
http://www.americanschoolofcorr.com/faq
http://www.americanschoolofcorr.com/faq
http://www.americanschoolofcorr.com/
http://www.albertwhitman.com/content.cfm/commoncore
http://assetlibrary.supadu.com/images/ckfinder/26/pdfs/CommonCore/CommonCoreTextExemplarsBrochure.pdf
http://imprints.simonandschuster.biz/aladdin
http://www.actuarialfoundation.org/programs/youth/exploring-expressions-and-equations/exploringlesson.shtml
http://www.actuarialfoundation.org/programs/youth_education.shtml
http://actionreading.com/ccs.html
http://safe.acsi.org/eWeb/DynamicPage.aspx?Site=PD&WebCode=IntInfoPage
http://www.iseesam.com/


RESOURCE NOTES

22. AV Concepts Corporation AV Concepts worktexts appear to now be owned/distributed by 
Edcon Publishing Group, which “posts CCS-correlation 
information on its website.”

23. Ayn Rand Education Ayn Rand Education plans to document its correlations to the 
CCS soon.

RESOURCE NOTES

24. Barefoot Books When first queried in 2014, Barefoot Books noted that it might 
choose at some point to promote the CCS, as it now does by 
virtue of endorsing this post on its website.

25. Barker Creek Barker Creek “will not change any content but will advertise 
various ways that [its] materials (as written) align with CCS.” 

26. Barron's Barron's has many titles in its Painless Series – including 
Algebra, Geometry, Pre-Algebra, Fractions, Math Word 
Problems, Grammar,  Reading Comprehension, Spelling, 
Vocabulary, Writing, Chemistry, and Earth Science – as well as 
quite a few other titles that have been “evaluated to make sure 
they follow the Common Core standards.”

27. Barton Reading & Spelling System Barton has created a document detailing its correlations to the 
CCS.

28. Bejing Math Technically, Bejing Math “is aligned with Chinese National 
Curriculum of Mathematics.” However, the publisher 
acknowledges that “it covers all common core standards and 
requirements.”

29. Be Naurally Curious Be Naturally Curious “use  [s]   the newly-published Next 
Generation Science Standards (NGSS), developed by the 
National Science Foundation, to provide a framework for which 
concepts and skills are covered in each course.”

30. Bendon Publishing Bendon advertises its correlation with the CCS on many of its 
book covers.

31. B  ig Brainz Big Brainz advertises its correlations to the CCS.

32. Bill of Rights Institute The Bill of Rights Institute does “advertise how [its] material can 
fit into the CCS framework.” 

33. BJU Press BJU's position is somewhat difficult to decipher. The company's 
website clearly states that many of its materials are purposely 
correlated with "state and national standards" and defends the 
CCS. However, a company representative has indicated via 
email that no materials have (yet) been changed solely because 
of the CCS. Thus, though BJU has created documents to show 
how its materials correlate with the CCS, and it's clear that the 
CCS has already been and will continue to be taken into account
going forward, it seems that the actual content of BJU materials 
has not been changed at this time. However, the company has 
indicated that it will refer to the CCS and may make changes that
may specifically align with the CCS if it deems those changes to 
be in accordance with BJU's educational philosophy. Thus, I 
highly recommend that potential BJU customers contact the 
company directly to ask specifically about particular products in 
which they are interested.

34. BJU Press Distance Learning BJU's position is somewhat difficult to decipher. The company's 
website clearly states that many of its materials are purposely 
correlated with "state and national standards" and defends the 
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http://www.bjupress.com/resources/common-core-standards/
http://www.bjupresshomeschool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/category_Distance-Learning____23702
http://www.bjupress.com/resources/common-core-standards/
http://www.bjupress.com/resources/common-core-standards/
http://www.bjupresshomeschool.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/home___
http://billofrightsinstitute.org/
http://www.bigbrainz.com/Schools.php
http://www.bigbrainz.com/Schools.php
http://www.bendonpub.com/
http://www.benaturallycurious.com/frequently-asked-questions/
http://www.benaturallycurious.com/frequently-asked-questions/
http://www.benaturallycurious.com/frequently-asked-questions/
http://www.benaturallycurious.com/frequently-asked-questions/
http://www.benaturallycurious.com/
http://www.beijingmath.com/index.html
https://bartonreading.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CommonCore.pdf
http://www.bartonreading.com/CommonCore.pdf
http://www.barronseduc.com/painless-series.html
http://www.barkercreek.com/
http://blog.marketingbarefoot.com/2014/02/common-core-barefoot-books-and-you.html
http://www.barefootbooks.com/
http://aynrandeducation.org/
http://www.edconpublishing.com/
http://www.rainbowresource.com/searchspring.php?q=#/?_=1&filter.publisher=AV%20Concepts%20Corporation&page=1


CCS. However, a company representative has indicated via 
email that no materials have (yet) been changed solely because 
of the CCS. Thus, though BJU has created documents to show 
how its materials correlate with the CCS, and it's clear that the 
CCS has already been and will continue to be taken into account
going forward, it seems that the actual content of BJU materials 
has not been changed at this time. However, the company has 
indicated that it will refer to the CCS and may make changes that
may specifically align with the CCS if it deems those changes to 
be in accordance with BJU's educational philosophy. Thus, I 
highly recommend that potential BJU customers contact the 
company directly to ask specifically about particular products in 
which they are interested.

35. Blackstone Audio Blackstone Audio has “compiled a collection of [its] audiobooks 
that are on the common core lists and [promotes] them within the
library and school markets.” 

36. Bloomsbury Publishing Bloomsbury advertises its correlation to the CCS.

37. Blue Book of Grammar, The The Blue Book of Grammar advertises that it “will prove to be a 
valuable tool for teachers and students in achieving the goals of 
the Common Core State StandardsInitiative.”

38. Bob Books The publisher of the Bob Books will not change any of the books'
content to align with the CCS. However, the company did report 
in June 2013 that, “...Many of the Bob Book reading strategies 
are in alignment with Common Core recommendations. We will 
at some time document our alignment with those standards, and 
we may provide supplemental materials for those who wish to 
align with Common Core.” And by April 2016, the company's 
website  had begun advertising the books' correlations to the 
CCS.

39. Boom Writer Boom Writer advertises its correlations to the CCS.

40. Books on Tape Books on Tape has created a support website that shows the 
correlations of its material to the CCS.

41. Boyd Mills Press Boyd Mills Press directs customers to email the company to 
learn which of its products are correlated to the CCS.

42. Brainware Safari Brainware Safari advertises that it supports the implementation 
of the CCS. It also advertises that “it helps support accountability
by addressing the cognitive development...students need to 
meet the academic challenges they face within the new Common
Core Standards.”

43. Brave Life Academy Though Brave Life Academy says it uses Alpha Omega 
materials, which are wholly independent of the CCS/NGSS, it 
advertises at every grade level that it “follows” the CCS and/or 
NGSS. Thus, the materials are not actually aligned to the 
CCS/NGSS, but Brave Life Academy clearly supports the 
initiatives.

44. Breezin' Thru Theory Breezin' Thru Theory advertises its correlation to the CCS.

45. Brennan Innovators Brennan Innovators replied to my query that it is “aligned” with 
the CCS. However, Brennan did not create its reading tool for the
CCS and has not changed it for the initiative. Instead, Brennan 
acknowledges that its tool facilitates some of the CCS goals. As 
such, it is actually correlated based on our database definitions.

46. Bright Solutions for Dyslexia
(Susan Barton)

Susan Barton has created a document detailing her materials' 
correlations to the CCS.

47. Britannica Online Though the content at Britannica Online does not appear to have
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http://www.weebly.com/uploads/8/4/7/0/8470189/britannica_-_how_to_-_standards.pdf
https://bartonreading.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/CommonCore.pdf
http://www.dys-add.com/index-2.html
http://brennaninnovators.com/
http://www.nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/core-music-standards/
http://breezinthru.com/
http://bravelifeacademy.com/k12/courses/
http://www.bravelifeacademy.com/
https://brainwaresafari.wordpress.com/tag/special-education/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohwbsaPiy98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohwbsaPiy98
http://www.mybrainware.com/
https://www.boydsmillspress.com/media/hfc/bmp/boydsmills/catalog/BMP_CATALOG_SPRING_13_SCREEN.pdf
https://www.boydsmillspress.com/
http://www.booksontape.com/common-core/
http://www.booksontape.com/
http://www.boomwriter.com/Schools
http://www.boomwriter.com/
http://bobbooks.com/index.php/hworks/
http://bobbooks.com/index.php/hworks/
http://bobbooks.com/#
http://www.grammarbook.com/
http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/common-core/
http://www.bloomsbury.com/us/
http://www.blackstoneaudio.com/libhome.cfm?CFID=72451159&CFTOKEN=15941eebc221415e-9D138806-9489-0763-8E8641EE7967868B&jsessionid=f030d23f4947fd0e50911617502c1e51e2e7
http://www.bjupress.com/resources/common-core-standards/


  Britannica School
  Britannica Digital Learning

been changed to accommodate the CCS, the site clearly shows 
CCS correlations for every grade level. 

48. Broadway Books (Random House) Broadway Books is a subsidiary of Random House, which has 
created CCS-correlated “educator guides” for its titles.

49. Buckaroo Buckeye The publisher of Buckaroo Buckeye supports the CCS and will 
publish a correlations document on her website.

RESOURCE NOTES

50. Cambridge University Press In response to our query, Cambridge University Press directed 
us to search its online catalogue. Our search yielded several 
titles related to promotion of the CCS.

51. Candlewick Press Candlewick Press advertises its publication of CCS-approved 
“exemplar texts.”

52. CASA Fun Club The creator of CASA Fun Club has incorporated the English 
language arts CCS into her program.

53. Catholic Textbook Project Though the Catholic Textbook Project says it will not change the 
content of its courses in order to align with the CCS, it does 
provide supporting materials - for those who want or need to 
know - showing where/how its materials (as written) correlate.

54. Caught'ya Grammar (Maupin House) Though many programs offered by Maupin House are explicilty 
aligned, Caught'ya Grammar is an older program; as such, it has
been correlated, not changed to align.

55. Center for Civic Education The Center for Civic Education has posted correlations on its 
website, “where they are listed by textbook.”

56. Chalk Dust Chalk Dusk advertises that it “is more comprehensive and above
Common Core Standards since [its] books are published by the 
College Division of Cengage Learning (formerly the College 
Division of Houghton Mifflin). These books are sold to colleges in
all states and hence meet math standards in those states.”

57. Character Counts Character Counts says that its “program materials are designed 
to meet any curriculum needs including Common Core and other
standards.”

58. Charlesbridge Charlesbridge advertises how its books correlate with the CCS.

59. Chess Kid Chess Kid is “currently making every reasonable effort to map 
[its] curriculum and tools to meet” the CCS.

60. Chester Comix The author of Chester Comix will continue his work to show how 
his materials align to previously-written (content-driven) state 
social studies standards, adding information for more states over
time. He does include a statement explaining how his materials 
can be used with the CCS, but will not change his actual content 
for the CCS.

61. Chesterton Press Most Chesterton Press books and materials remain independent
of the CCS, though (as of November 2015) one study guide has 
been correlated.

62. Child's Pla  y International Child's Play International “promote[s] [its] natural support of” the 
CCS.

63. Child's World, The The Child's World has chosen to advertise its correlations to the 
CCS.

64. Chronicle Books “Chronicle has no future plans to alter materials in order to align 
with the CCSS. However, Chronicle does offer resources such 
as teacher guides to show how its materials correlate with 
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http://www.chroniclebooks.com/
http://childsworld.com/
http://www.childs-play.com/
http://www.childs-play.com/
http://www.chestertonpress.com/
http://www.chestercomix.com/blog/common-core/
http://www.chesskid.com/
http://www.charlesbridge.com/client/client_pdfs/CurriculumConnections.pdf
http://charactercounts.org/home/index.html
http://www.chalkdust.com/faq.html
http://www.chalkdust.com/
http://www.civiced.org/resources/curriculum
https://www.maupinhouse.com/media/upload/THE_COMMON_CORE_STANDARDS_THAT_APPLY_TO_CAUGHT_YAS_K-12_revised2012.pdf
http://www.catholictextbookproject.com/
http://www.casafunclub.com/CASA_Club_Website/index.html
http://www.candlewick.com/images/catalog_pdf/EduCatalog52015.pdf
http://www.candlewick.com/images/catalog_pdf/EduCatalog52015.pdf
http://www.candlewick.com/
http://universitypublishingonline.org/cambridge/
http://www.cambridge.org/
https://buckaroobuckeye.com/
http://crownpublishing.com/imprint/broadway-books/


Common Core State Standards.”

65. City Creek Press The content and approach of City Creek Press has not changed,
but the company now markets a “Common Core Math Essentials
Kit” and shows how it correlates with the CCS.

66. Civil War Trust The Civil War Trust has no plans to “create or alter materials 
specifically to meet the CCS. [It] will continue to advertise the 
ways [its] materials [correlate] with CCS” for the benefit of 
teachers required to incorporate the CCS into their lessons. It 
also shows correlations to the National Council for the Social 
Studies (NCSS).

67. ClarkNess.com Most of the materials on ClarkNess.com are independent of the 
CCS. The math ebooks are correlated to the initiative.

68. Cobblestone Publishing (Cricket Media)
  CobblestoneOnline

  15 children's magazines: Appleseeds, 
  Ask, Babybug, Calliope, Cicada, Click, 
  Cobblestone, Cricket, Dig, Faces, 
  Iguana, Ladybug, Muse, Odyssey, Spider

Though Cobblstone Publishing (Cricket Media) has “never 
created [its] magazines to align with particular educational 
objectives,” it does advertise its magazines' correlations to the 
CCS  .

69. Coloring Squared Coloring Squared advertises its correlation to the CCS.

70. Conservative Children's Books Nearly every book listed with Conservative Children's Books is 
independent of the CCS. One title - Striker Jones: Elementary 
Economics for Elementary Detectives – is correlated.

71. Cotton's Journey Cotton's Journey has correlated its materials to the CCS.

72. Crabtree Publishing (Bobbie Kalman) It does not appear that Crabtree has altered any of its materials 
in order to explicitly align with the CCS. However, the company 
publishes a document sharing where Crabtree publications 
correlate.

73. Create! Press Create! Press has “decided to detail the correlation because [its] 
materials are used in many settings such as homeschool, public 
and private schools, learning centers, community colleges, and 
speech therapy clinics/offices.” The company feels that teachers 
in several of those settings will “now need the
correlation for their lesson plans.” 

74. Cricket Media (Cobblestone Publishing) Though Cricket Media  has “never created [its] magazines to 
align with particular educational objectives,” it does advertise its 
magazines' correlations to the CCS  .

75. Critical Language Service Critical Language Service supports the CCS and is in the 
process of “[creating] additional learning activities...to reflect the 
spirit of Common Core.” Its language courses are also 
benchmarked to ACTFL, which has chosen to   incorporate the 
CCS for English language arts into its foreign language 
instruction practices. 

76. Critical Thinking Co. The The Critical Thinking Co. indicates that its "previously published 
books are not being retrofitted to align" with the CCS. However, 
the company does acknowledge that it will consider the CCS, 
among other things, as it publishes new materials - and possibly 
as it chooses to revise older resources. 

77. Crown Publishing Group (Random House) Crown Publishing Group is a subsidiary of Random House, 
which has created CCS-correlated “educator guides” for its titles.

78. Crystal Productions Crystal Productions promotes the National Core Arts Standards, 
which are aligned with the CCS.
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http://www.crystalproductions.com/ProductDesc.aspx?code=CP7225&type=0&eq=&desc=National-Visual-Arts-Standards-Posters&key=it
http://www.crystalproductions.com/
http://crownpublishing.com/
http://www.criticalthinking.com/index.jsp
http://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Aligning_CCSS_Language_Standards_v6.pdf
http://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Aligning_CCSS_Language_Standards_v6.pdf
http://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Aligning_CCSS_Language_Standards_v6.pdf
http://www.criticallanguageservice.com/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/
http://www.createpress.com/
http://www.crabtreebooks.com/catalogs/commoncore.pdf
http://www.cottonsjourney.com/
http://www.conservativechildrensbooks.com/
http://www.coloringsquared.com/info/school-resources/coloring-squared-and-the-common-core-standards/#.VEB3povF-88
http://www.coloringsquared.com/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
http://www.cricketmedia.com/common-core-state-standards/
https://shop.cricketmedia.com/Subscriptions.html
http://www.clarkness.com/
http://www.civilwar.org/education/teachers/curriculum/civil-war-curriculum/elementary/disunion/
http://www.citycreek.com/Common-Core-Math-p/10100.htm


79. C-SPAN Classroom C-SPAN Classroom advertises CCS correlations for a number of
its offerings. 

RESOURCE NOTES

80. Delta Education Delta Education advertises that its books help students meet 
CCS requirements.

81. DGP Publishing DGP shows correlations to the CCS in its scope and sequence 
documents.

82. Dial (Penguin) Dial is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by 
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

83. Dibs On Learning Dibs on Learning advertises that its kits “cover as well as go 
beyond ‘common core.' Some topics and concepts covered in 
common core may be included in order reinforce the learning.”

84. DigiPen Project Fun DigiPen Project Fun does not take “any position about the benefit
of standards” and does “not specifically alter [its] curriculum to 
align with them,” but it did “review [the CCS/NGSS] as a tool to 
help [it] consider what [it] should cover,” and believes its 
“students are naturally meeting many of the [CCS/NGSS] 
standards.” It also incorporates aligned products (i.e., 
LegoEducation resources).

85. Dig-It Games Dig-It Games advertises its correlation to the CCS.

86. Discovering Intelligent Design Discovering Intelligent Design has not changed any content to 
align with the Next Generation Science Standards (i.e., the CCS-
related science standards). However, its publishers are very 
aware of specific areas where the curriculum correlates with 
NGSS. On the other hand, the Discovering Intelligent Design 
program appears to be set up so as to help students refute some
of the evolution-oriented tenets of NGSS. Thus, the correlations 
in this case seem designed to help students remain independent 
of the CCS/NGSS.

87. Discovering Mathematics Additional 
Mathematics (Singapore)

Singapore has a clear correlation document for Discovering 
Mathematics Additional Mathematics. 

88. Discovering Mathematics 1  st   Edition 
(Singapore) 

Singapore has a clear correlation document for Discovering 
Mathematics 1st Edition.

89. Discovering the 5 Love Languages at 
School

Discovering the 5 Love Languages at School includes a list of 
correlations to the CCS in its appendix.

90. Discovery Toys Discovery Toys is “re-categorizing [its] products to align with” the 
CCS “focus...on the mechanics and process of learning and less 
on the content.”

91. Doubleday (Random House) Doubleday is a subsidiary of Random House, which has created 
CCS-correlated “educator guides” for its titles.

92. Dover Publications Dover advertises that it is “proud to offer a wide variety of [CCS-
recommended] exemplar texts.” It does not appear that the 
content of the books has been altered and only a handful of the 
many Dover titles are on this list, but Dover's endorsement of the
CCS is evident.

93. DragonBox DragonBox has no plans to alter its resources for the CCS, but it 
has “pointed out some naturally occurring correlations.”

94. Draw Write Now The publisher of Draw Write Now “will not change any content 
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http://www.barkercreek.com/c/draw-write-now
http://www.dragonboxapp.com/
http://store.doverpublications.com/by-subject-common-core---english-language-arts.html
http://knopfdoubleday.com/
http://www.discoverytoys.net/
http://www.shopmoodypublishers.com/978-0-8024-1209-6
http://www.shopmoodypublishers.com/978-0-8024-1209-6
http://www.5lovelanguages.com/resource/curriculum/
http://www.5lovelanguages.com/resource/curriculum/
http://www.singaporemath.com/v/vspfiles/assets/images/sssecmath2012.pdf
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but will advertise various ways that [its] materials (as written) 
align with CCS.”

95. Drops in the Bucket (Frog Publications) Drops in the Bucket will not make changes to align with the CCS,
either in content or methodology, and the company owner has 
concerns about the CCS. Going forward, however, it “will likely 
[choose to] advertise that the materials will assist with mastery of
common core skills.”

96. Ducksters Ducksters advertises correlations between its social studies 
pages and the CCS.

97. Dutton (Penguin) Dutton is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by 
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

98. Dynamic Literacy The publisher of Dynamic Literacy believes that “the motivations 
for creating [the CCS] extend far beyond something good for 
students.” However, he compared [Dynamic Literacy] “materials 
with the specific language in the standards and discovered that 
[his] products are highly correlated with the positive aspects of 
the CCSS.” Thus, he has opted to “provide this information to 
schools to show that [his] products can help meet the 
educational goals of the CCSS” even as he is committed to not 
changing his educational philosophy or any of the content in 
order to explicitly align.

RESOURCE NOTES

99. Earlybird Kindergarten Standards Edition 
(Singapore)

Singapore has a clear correlation document for the Earlybird 
Kindergarten Standards Edition. There is no Earlybird 
Kindergarten US Edition. 

100. Edcon Publishing Group By September, 2013, Edcon will post CCS-correlation 
information on its website. It may eventually change the content 
of some of its materials to align, but for the foreseeable future, it 
is only working on correlations. 

101. Edheads Edheads does not design its materials to suit any outside 
standards. However, it does make a conscious effort to show 
correlations between its games and the various educational 
standards in existence and is, thus, currently in the process of 
showing how its games correlate with the CCS/NGSS.

102. EducationCity EducationCity advertises that it is “mapped to state and Common
Core Standards.”

103. Education.com Education.com has not changed any content, but it has taken 
time to “map” how its resources correlate with the CCS. 
Correlated resources will be marked with a “CCS stamp,” and 
the CCS will be taken into consideration as the company 
develops future products.

104. Eerdmans Eerdmans advertises correlations to the CCS in some of the 
Discussion Guides for its Young Readers titles.

105. Elevated Math Elevated Math has not been changed to align with the CCS. The 
publishers have chosen to show where the program does 
correlate for those who want or need to know, but program 
content has not been changed.

106. Encyclopedia Britannica Encyclopedia Britannica's Britannica Online materials are 
correlated to the CCS.

107. Enslow Publishing Enslow Publishing advertises its correlation to the CCS.
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108. Envirothon Envirothon advertises that “each year [it continues] to
upgrade [its] connections with STEM and Next 
Generation Science Standards.”

109. EPS / School Specialty Publishing
  Explode the Code
  Primary Phonics
  Sitton Spelling and Word Skills
  Spectrum
  Vocabulary from Classical Roots
  Wordly Wise 3000
  Wordly Wise Science & Social Studies

EPS/School Specialty advertises its correlations to the CCS.

110. eTAP eTAP does not change its content to match particular standards 
– the CCS or others. Instead, it shows correlations to the various
standards, including the CCS. 

111. Everyday Mathematics The 3rd Edition of Everyday Mathematics is aligned to the CCS. 
For previous editions, the publishers have created documents to 
show correlation.

112. Explode the Code
(EPS/School Specialty)

Explode the Code advertises its correlations to the CCS.

113. Extra Credit Extra Credit advertises on its home page that it is “correlated to 
the Common Core State Standards.”

114. Extraordinaires Design Studio, The The Extraordinaires Design Studio advertises – via information 
found within its Maintaining Curriculum Focus links – its 
correlation to the CCS. The company has another product line – 
Rory's Story Cubes – that is independent of the CCS. 

RESOURCE NOTES

115. FableVision Learning FableVision Learning advertises that several of its products (i.e., 
After the Storm, UMIGO, Max's Toolbox, Stationery Student, 
Words and Their Stories) are correlated to the CCS. 

116. Family Math 
(Lawrence Hall of Science)

Family Math has not changed its program to align, but it has 
correlated many of its existing activities to the CCS.

117. FarFaria FarFaria has not changed any content. However, the company is
“considering promoting the fact that [its] stories can be used (as 
they are) with CCS.”

118. Fascinating Education Fascinating Education “[has] had correlations done and 
provide[s] them when asked by a family to do so. It is [the 
company's] plan to publish these.”

119. Firefly Books Firefly Books distributes Annick Press titles, which “now [include 
correlation] information...on [its] website.”

120. FIRST FIRST has “mapped all of [its] programs to the Common Core 
State Standards (ELA and Math), Next Generation Science 
Standards, and 21st Century Skills.”

121. First Second Books First Second Books is “a trade publisher, not an educational one,
so [it] generally [doesn't] make books that are aimed specifically 
at standards. But that said, [it does] have a [CCSS] Teacher's 
Guide that has some common core information for some of [its] 
titles.”

122. Flash Kids (Harcourt Family Learning) Though the Flash Kids (Harcourt Family Learning) workbooks 
were developed prior to the implementation of the CCS, Flash 
Kids promotes the use of its books in conjunction with CCS 
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school materials. And the Flash Kids math workbooks are 
advertised as being “based on national teaching standards.”

123. Flocabulary Flocabulary advertises its correlation to the CCS.

124. Flower Pot Press Flower Pot Press details its books' correlations to the CCS as 
part of its Parent/Teacher Guides.

125. FluentU FluentU advertises that “it already [matches]   with the standards.”

126. Flyleaf Publishing Flyleaf has correlated its teachers' guides to the CCS.

127. Foundations in Personal Finance
(Dave Ramsay)

Foundations in Personal Finance has information on its website 
detailing its correlations with the CCS.

128. Frances Lincoln Publishers Frances Lincoln books “all work with the Common Core” and the 
company is in the process of correlating all its titles to Lexile, 
which is aligned to the CCS.

129. Freehand Maps The creator of Freehand Maps “[believes her] maps address an 
interest in 'disciplinary literacy' as mentioned in CCS. [She uses] 
the acronym, CCS, and the concept of disciplinary literacy on 
[the] website, but [does] not go into detail.” Her material also 
addresses the pre-CCS Wisconsin state standards.

130. Free Spirit Publishing Free Spirit Publishing has “created a chart detailing which books 
[correlate] with CCSS. If a book is [correlated] with CCSS, [Free 
Spirit lists] the specific [correlations] for each book on the book’s 
page on [its] website.”

RESOURCE NOTES

131. Gamequarium Gamequarium does not produce its own content. Rather, it 
serves to aggregate links to a wide variety of other educational 
websites, the CCS status of each must be individually 
determined.

132. Gander Publishing Gander Publishing produces materials for Lindamood-Bell that 
“develop the skills required for success with the Common Core.”

133. Garlic Press The Garlic Press Explore the Core Math Series and Summer 
Activities for Fall Readiness books are explicitly aligned to the 
CCS, and some titles in its Discovering Literature Series: 
Challenging Level are correlated. Other current Garlic Press 
products are independent of the CCS, but the company has said
it will likely correlate or align future products.

134. GEMS: Great Explorations in Math and 
Science

GEMS says that “while it is likely that there are alignments from 
GEMS to the NGSS and/or CCSS, we currently do not have any 
plans to produce correlation guides or documents for our GEMS 
Classic Guides, nor do we plan to revise the series. However, 
our team has produced a number of newer programs that are 
[matched] to NGSS and we do have correlation documents 
available for those programs.”.  

135. Gentle Guitar As of February 2017, Gentle Guitar has no CCS connection. 
However, “[it has] plans to enrich [its] music curriculum with 
history and social studies to offer students a richer perspective 
on how music influenced and continues to influence social, 
cultural and historic development. [It plans] to develop the new 
[CCS-connected] curriculum during 2017 and 2018. In the 
meantime [it] will be implementing the changes gradually.” 

136. Geo-Centric Learning Geo-Centric Learning advertises its correlation with the CCS.

137. GeoMotion GeoMotion advertises that “the Common Core Standards that 
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apply to each lesson”... are available via the “activity sheets for 
each activity.”

138. Getting Nerdy with Mel & Gerdy Getting Nerdy with Mel & Gerdy is “returning to many of [its] 
products to identify and make visible the alignment between the 
lessons and the NGSS in the Master Lesson guides provided 
with each bundled unit.”

139. GG Interactive GG Interactive has not “altered [its] material as much as [it has] 
retrospectively mapped [its] materials to CCS and NGSS.” 

140. Girl Scouts The Girl Scouts did not change the content of any badge 
requirements to align with the CCS. Rather, GSA's use of the 
word “aligned” actually means “correlated” (i.e., GSA has 
information sharing how the badge requirements – as they've 
always been – match the CCS). 

141. Gnature with Gnat Gnature with Gnat has “not changed [its] materials to align with 
the CCSS, but the topics are mostly   [correlated]   with the 
standards already.”

142. Good Year Books Titles published by Good Year Books prior to the development of
the CCS (i.e., before 2010) have been correlated to the 
standards. Future publications will be written to the standards 
(i.e., explicitly aligned).

143. Go Phonics Go Phonics says it teaches "foundational phonics based 
language skills needed by all beginning readers." It doesn't 
necessarily employ CCS-mandates to do this, but the company's
stated goal is to help children "strive to meet the Common Core 
Standards."

144. Grammaropolis Grammaropolis “addresses the Common
Core, but [was] not develop[ed]...with any
standards in mind” and has not been altered to
explicitly align. Instead, the program's creator
has shown correlations to the CCS.

145. Grammar Nation Grammar Nation carefully evaluated its curriculum in connection 
to the CCS and found that its “material meets almost all of the 
criteria required by that initiative.” It will not change its material to
align because it already correlates strongly with the CCS.

146. Grand Central Publishing Grand Central Publishing provides educator guides correlated to
the CCS.

147. Grosset & Dunlap (Penguin) Grosset & Dunlap is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature 
published by Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for 
the CCS, all of the company's teaching resources will be 
correlated to the CCS.

148. Growin'GEERS Growin'GEERS “was not designed with NGSS in mind” and has 
not been altered for it. But its author learned about NGSS 
“throughout [the program's] development and in working with 
teachers...came to find that [it] is actually [correlated] to 
[NGSS].” She then “worked with a curriculum specialist to help 
[her] do the detailed [correlation].”

RESOURCE NOTES

149. Hake Grammar While Hake has made conscious CCS-related additions to the 
Writing workbook component of its program, the Hake Grammar 
books have not been changed. The Hake website does contain 
documents showing how the program correlates with CCS, but 
the company has not changed course content.
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150. Hakim, Joy Joy Hakim is wary of national standardization, and her materials 
are currently not aligned. She is taking a “wait and see” 
approach to the standards for her materials’ main subject areas 
(history and science) so interested parties should check her 
position going forward after the CCS publishes those standards. 
Ms. Hakim did express concern about the CCS and resigned 
from a similarly named entity because she didn’t want to be 
incorrectly associated with the CCS. But on her   website, she 
advertises the CCS endorsement of her   materials, thus 
promoting correlations between her resources and the CCS.

151. Handwriting without Tears Handwriting without Tears advertises its correlation with the 
CCS.

152. H  arcourt Family Learning (Flash Kids) Though the Flash Kids (Harcourt Family Learning) workbooks 
were developed prior to the implementation of the CCS, Flash 
Kids promotes the use of its books in conjunction with CCS 
school materials. And the Flash Kids math workbooks are 
advertised as being “based on national teaching standards.”

153. Harlan Institute, The The Harlan Institute's lesson plans “were not designed to be 
aligned with common core, but they are compatible.” 

154. Harmonic Vision Harmonic Vision will correlate its material to the CCS by Fall 
2015. After that, it will consider writing new material aligned to 
the initiative.

155. Haywire Group Haywire Group advertises its correlation to the CCS via links on 
its For Educators page.

156. Health World Health World shows correlations to the CCS and NGSS on its 
lesson plans. 

157. Highlights Magazines (Boyd Mills Press) Highlights Magazines advertises its correlation to the CCS.

158. Hip Hughes History The producer of Hip Hughes History says that its “videos 
are...quite useful when using [the CCS].” 

159. HippoCampus HippoCampus is a “free, open educational resource company 
that publishes high quality multimedia content in academic 
subjects from a number of sources - PhET, Khan Academy, 
NOAA, [its] own NROC content that [it] develop[s], plus the Art 
of Problem Solving, Dallas County Community College District, 
and SIATech.” It does not seek to purposely align its own 
materials (i.e., NROC), but does not know whether or not 
content from other providers is aligned. In terms of those outside
providers, I am aware that Khan Academy, for one, is most likely
explicitly aligned (see my notes for that on this list and on the list
of Explicitly Aligned materials), that NOAA is correlated, and the 
Art of Problem Solving is not aligned. However, HippoCampus 
does purpose to show correlations to the CCS and other 
standards for all of the resources on its site. 

160. History of US, A Joy Hakim, the author of A History of US, is wary of national 
standardization, and her materials are currently not aligned. She
is taking a “wait and see” approach to the standards for her 
materials’ main subject areas (history and science) so interested
parties should check her position going forward after the CCS 
publishes those standards. Ms. Hakim did express concern 
about the CCS and resigned from a similarly named entity 
because she didn’t want to be incorrectly associated with the 
CCS. But on her website, she   advertises the CCS endorsement 
of her   materials, thus promoting correlations between her 
resources and the CCS.

161. Holiday House Holiday House lists correlations to the CCS for all of its titles.
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162. Home Learning Institute The Home Learning Institute advertises that its courses “support
Common Core.”

163. Homeschool Librarian Homeschool Librarian utilizes Lexile measures in its reading 
level search function, and Lexile is aligned to the CCS. In 
addition, it makes note of books that are used as CCS 
exemplars.

164. Hooked on Phonics Hooked on Phonics had its “program evaluated by CCSS 
experts, who determined that” it “teaches and provides guided 
practice with the Common Core Foundational Reading skills.” 
Hooked on Phonics is also “working with [its] experts on a White
Paper that outlines exactly which curriculum goals it teaches” 
and is “working with CCSS experts to [develop] apps to correlate
to CCSS.”

165. Hooked on Science Hooked on Science advertises its correlations to NGSS.

166. Hot Wheels Speedometry Hot Wheels Speedometry advertises that its “hands-on activities
and in-depth lesson plans [are] mapped to state and national 
standards including Common Core State Standards (CCSS), 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).”

167. Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) 
BioInteractive

HHMI BioInteractive does not create content specifically for the 
CCS/NGSS. However, it does make a point of showing how its 
materials  - as written - correlate to both, as well as to 
International Baccalaureate.

168. HowtoSmile.org HowtoSmile.org doesn't create its own materials; instead, it 
collects and catalogs science- and math-related resources from 
a wide variety of sources. It does advertise which of the 
resources it has collected align with the CCS.

169. Hyperion (Hachette) Most Hyperion (Hachette) titles have no connection to the CCS. 
However, one title - “the newly re-issued paperback version of 
The Words We Live By: Your Annotated Guide to the 
Constitution by Linda R. Monk” - is being marketed as a CCS 
exemplar text.

RESOURCE NOTES

170. Investigations Math Investigations Math has correlation companion materials 
published by Pearson.

171. I See I Learn (Stuart J. Murphy) Stuart Murphy advertises how his I See I Learn books “can help 
young children prepare for the Common Core State Standards.”

172. It's Okay to Be Smart The It's Okay to Be Smart videos “do get passed on to PBS 
Learning Media, who do some work to tag and classify [them] so
they may be searched for via codes for standards. And “in the 
future, as [it builds] out [its] supplementary website to go 
alongside the show, [it hopes] to offer standards-aligned 
materials and activities for classroom or home use.”

173. izzit.org izzit.org includes information showing how its material correlates
to the CCS.

RESOURCE NOTES

174. JAM As of Summer 2016, JAM isn't “yet covering subjects that are 
part of the standard school curriculum. ...[However, it] will be 
expanding our course offerings in the future and will certainly 
consider aligning to standards if [it offers] courses that would be 
appropriate for that. [And] there are [already] core competencies
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that are part of Common Core, NGSS, and C3 that are part of 
[JAM's] pedagogy.”

175. James Dyson Foundation The James Dyson Foundation advertises its correlation to the 
CCS.

176. Jane Schaffer Writing Program The Jane Schaffer Writing Progam advertises its correlation to 
the CCS.

177. Janet's Planet Janet's Planet ”didn't change one thing of the lesson plans [it 
has] created. [It did go] to [a correlation] app, did a search for 
what standard might match what [it] was presenting in the 
lesson plan” and shares those correlations.

178. Jolly Learning Jolly Learning has not altered any of its materials in order to 
align with CCS. It does supply supporting materials to show the 
ways in which its products correlate with the CCS. 

179. JROTC (U.S. Army) JROTC advertises that its “JROTC curriculum...fully or partially 
addresses a number of national academic standards – to 
include Common Core State Standards (CCSS).” This means 
that the “curriculum is cross-walked with many CCS standards...
[and] continue[s] to [be] revise[d]...to stay abreast with current 
educational trends.”

180. JUMP Math Though a new U.S. Edition of JUMP Math is fully
aligned with the CCS and was given grant money from   the 
Gates Foundation for the purpose of aligning. The original 2009 
Canadian version of the program has not been altered for the 
CCS, but it has been correlated. The company will maintain the 
original version while also promoting the aligned version.

181. Jump with Jill Jump with Jill advertises its correlation to the CCS.

182. Junior Achievement Junior Achievement has documents showing correlations to the 
CCS for all levels of its programming.

183. Junior Duck Stamp Program The Junior Duck Stamp Program is “not re-writing [its] guides.” 
However, “several of [its] state coordinators...are in the process 
of outlining how each of the activities can help meet selected 
standard[s].”

RESOURCE NOTES

184. K12 Reader (k12publishing.com) The creators of the K12 Reader worksheets have not rewritten 
anything to align with the CCS. However, they do share 
information to show how the materials - as written – correlate.

185. Kaleeka Press The publisher of Kaleeka Press materials states that she has 
“reviewed the CCS requirements and [is certain] that [they are] 
well within those requirements.”

186. Kane Miller As a subsidiary of the Educational Development Corporation 
(EDC)/Usborne, Kane Miller is an “endorsing partner” of the 
CCS and advertises its correlation with the initiative.

187. Keyboarding without Tears Keyboarding without Tears is a subsidiary of Handwriting 
without Tears, which advertises its correlation with the CCS.

188. Keyboard Town Pals Keyboard Town Pals includes correlations to the CCS in its 
curriculum guide resources.

189. KIDS Discover Magazine KIDS Discover has not and will not make any content changes 
to existing or future titles in order to consciously align with the 
CCS. However, existing titles have been and future titles will be 
correlated to the standards.
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190. Kids Who Excel Kids Who Excel is not aligned with the CCS. Instead, the 
company makes “homeschooling families aware of [the 
standards’] existence and how the standards could be used as 
reference points… [But] the choice of how, when, or if the 
families want to use these standards is a personal decision for 
each family to make.” The company further explains that “any 
products or services we offer are never intentionally aligned with
any packaged curriculum nor any specific set of standards, such
as CCSS. We oppose the concept of a national curriculum and 
strongly support the individual rights of families to make all 
decisions regarding the education of their own children. We 
exist to support teachers, including homeschool teachers, and 
do not promote or endorse any specific curriculum or set of 
standards.”

191. Kid World Citizen Kid World Citizen advertises its correlation to the CCS.

192. Kid Writing Kid Writing advertises how it supports the implementation of the 
CCS.

193. Kingfisher (Macmillan) Kingfisher is “working on preparing and publishing new titles 
that best fit some of the subject areas identified by the new 
standards. But [it is] not changing [its] existing books or 
significantly changing [its] approach. [It] will be making sure that 
[it produces] marketing materials that allow educators to 
understand how [its] books fit the Common Core and so to 
choose them accordingly.” 

194. K'NEX K'NEX advertises that “all K’NEX Education Teacher guides are 
aligned to National Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
standards, including Common Core Mathematics and Next 
Generation Science Standards.”

195. Know Yourself As of August 2016, Know Yourself resources are not connected 
to the CCS or NGSS. However, the company “will [definitely] be 
providing additional curriculum that highlights alignment with 
CCS and/or NGSS and the Dr. Bonyfide Presents series.”

196. Kumon Kumon advertises that “though Kumon workbooks are not 
developed specifically to correlate with the Common Core, the 
subject matter of our workbooks generally overlaps with 
Common Core standards.”

RESOURCE NOTES

197. Ladybird Books (Penguin) Ladybird Books is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature 
published by Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for 
the CCS, the company's teaching resources will be correlated to 
the CCS.

198. LeapFrog LeapFrog has stated via Facebook that its “games are designed 
to reflect the latest Standards, including the Common Core State
Standards, however we don’t design to those Standards alone.”

199. Learning Games for Kids Learning Games for Kids is a subsidiary of Time4Learning, 
which is correlated to the CCS.

200. Learning Resources Learning Resources advertises its correlation to the CCS.

201. Learning Wrap-Ups Learning Wrap-Ups shows correlations between the CCS for 
mathematics and its wrap-up and learning palette products.

202. LEGO Education LEGO Education advertises that some of its products have been
have been correlated to the CCS. Other products have been 
specifically “designed to address Common Core Standards” - 
i.e., are explicitly aligned.
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203. Lessons4Minecraft Lessons4Minecraft advertises that it is “a place for teachers to 
come and get lesson plans using the Common Core and 
Minecraft!” Minecraft itself has not aligned to the CCS, but 
Lessons4Minecraft has endeavored to write Minecraft lessons 
that correlate to the initiative.

204. Lindamood-Bell Lindamood-Bell programs “develop the skills required for 
success with the Common Core.”

205. Linden Publishing Linden “materials meet the rigorous Common Core State 
Standards.”

206. Linguisystems (Pro-Ed) linguisystems “materials that relate to curriculum topics were 
developed to meet the highest quality published state learning 
standards, and by association are generally correlated with 
Common Core Standards.” 

207. Linking Blocks (Hands-On English) Linking Blocks is “not planning to alter any of [its] existing 
materials.” But as it is “developing new product lines, [it is] 
mindful of the [CCS]...and it has “taken...steps to be able to 
show which standards align with [its] curriculum in [its] curr

208. Literacy Center Education Network The Literacy Center for Education Network “firmly believe[s] the 
CCS are badly written and not good for children.” However, ”to 
help teachers and parents have direct access to the CCS for 
Kindergarten so they can correlate our lessons, [it has]   placed 
[the standards] on [its]   site. [The Center believes it] can only help
parents if [it] can arm them with accurate information.”

209. Little Bits Little Bits advertises that its “lessons and projects can readily be 
tagged to the...  NGSS...and Common Core.”

210. Little Brown Little Brown advertises its correlation to the CCS.

211. Live Education! (Waldorf) Live Education! has not changed anything about [its] curricula 
for Common Core, but [it does] “see the benefit” of pointing out 
where [its] curricula correlates with CCS.

212. Logic of English None of the Logic of English materials have been changed to 
align to the CCS. The publisher feels a call to help children in the
schools learn to read and realizes she must “speak the 
language” of the schools in order to do so. Thus, the 
Foundations program (for K-2) has been correlated so the 
materials might be used in public schools, but the actual content 
of the program has not been changed. And all other Logic of 
English materials remain independent of the CCS.

213. Lone Star Learning Lone Star Learning includes CCS correlations for many of its 
products.

214. Longevity Publishing Though Longevity Publishing has indicated concern   about the 
CCS, it also advertises that its books support the initiative.

RESOURCE NOTES

215. Macaroni and Cheese Anthology The author of the Macaroni and Cheese Anthology “inform[s] 
educators and parents of the alignment [of previously-developed 
material] with [common core]” and  “always [has common core] 
in mind when developing new material, workshops, etc.” 

216. Magic School Bus Magic School Bus advertises its correlation to the CCS – by 
listing specific correlations for each individual book.

217. Magic Tree House The Magic Tree House resources have not “been created or 
changed to align with Common Core Standards. [Instead, they] 
help to identify areas in each subject where teachers may use 
one or more of the books in the series to help them achieve the 
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required standards.”

218. Maitri Learning Maitri Learning has not changed any content for the CCS, but it 
advertises its correlations to the initiative.

219. Make It Real Learning Make It Real Learning provides “maps” showing how its 
materials correlate to the CCS.

220. Maps for the Classroom Maps for the Classroom “[feels its] maps completely align with 
the Common Core.” The materials have not been changed for 
the CCS but do support the initiative.

221. Mason Crest Starting with its 2014 titles, Mason Crest books are now 
correlated to the CCS.

222. Math & Movement (Suzy Koontz) Math & Movement has written a brochure to show how its 
program supports the CCS.

223. Math By Hand The creator of Math By Hand is blogging daily   through 2014 in 
order to explain how to use her program in conjunction with the 
CCS.

224. MATHCOUNTS The MATHCOUNTS resources and competition “cover topics 
that are in the Common Core curriculum for 6th, 7th and 8th 
grade, as well as the Algebra and Geometry standards. [The 
program doesn't] design the materials to directly align with the 
standards, but [it does] use them to as a general guide...when 
deciding topics to include in [its] problems and activities.” 
Additionally, “the School Handbook has a Common Core 
problem map in the index.”

225. Math Geek Mama Math Geek Mama has “not gone back to previous materials to 
alter things specifically for Common Core, but [does] sometimes 
write lessons to align with those standards.” And ”sometimes 
[she]will point out which standards apply to the materials [her] 
because it is helpful for teachers.”

226. Math Gym, The The Math Gym is correlated to the NCTM standards and is in the
process of being correlated to the CCS, because the program 
developer fully supports the initiative.

227. MATHhelp.com (formerly YourTeacher) MATHhelp.com advertises its correlations to the CCS.

228. Math is Fun Though not yet complete, Math is Fun intends to eventually 
create a list showing how its materials correlate with the CCS.

229. MathKEY The creator of MathKEY is in the process of “'relabeling' the 
names of the skills to correspond to 
the Common Core Standards.”

230. Math Out of the Box Math Out of the Box has “correlation documents [that] show the 
lessons that match each standard.”

231. MathStart (Stuart J. Murphy) The content of MathStart will not be changed to align and is 
currently correlated to the previous NCTM standards, not the 
CCS. But Stuart Murphy advertises support for the CCS by 
indicating that “t  he CCSS for Mathematics include Standards for 
Mathematical Practice that are consistent with those of the 
MathStart series...”

232. Math Twister Math Twister has not changed the content of its products, but it 
does advertise that it correlates to the CCS.

233. Maupin House (Capstone) Maupin House is a Capstone subsidiary and sells a variety of 
correlated and explicitly aligned resources.

234. McDonald Among McDonald's more than 500 products, nine contain lists of 
correlations to the CCS. The other resources are independent of 
the initiative.
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235. McElderry (Simon & Schuster) McElderry books are included among Simon & Schuster titles 
that support the CCS.

236. McRuffy The publisher of McRuffy materials has created a document 
showing how the company’s K-3rd grade math materials happen 
to correlate with the CCS. However, he has reservations about 
any sort of national standardization efforts and does not intend to
alter his materials in order to align.

237. Mead Mead has “evaluated the CCS with an educational consultant to 
determine how and where [its] product content aligns.”

238. Meadowbrook Press Meadowbrook Press publishes many non-curricular materials 
that have no connection to common core. But the curriculum by 
Amy Buswell that it is publishing in Summer 2014 is correlated to
the CCS.

239. Medal of Honor Medal of Honor advertises that its “materials are 'Common Core 
Compatible.'"

240. Meet the Masters Though Meet the Masters indicated in 2013 that it “has no 
intention of making changes to the design of [its] program or 
curriculum,” it now advertises its correlations to the initiative.

241. Mensa for Kids Mensa for Kids has designed correlation documents for its 
lesson plans.

242. Michael Clay Thompson
(Royal Fireworks Press)

In at least some of its books, Michael Clay Thompson includes 
pages that explain how the material “aligns beautifully with the 
philosophy and content of the Common Core State Standards 
that are now being implemented in most states” and shows 
throughout the books where various lessons match CCS content.

243. Mindset Works Mindset Works “has not been recently altered to [explicitly align 
with the CCS] but does incorporate common core standards.”

244. Modern Day Princess Modern Day Princess is willing to advertise correlations to the 
CCS “knowing [it is] in alignment with them.” It is also wiling to 
make CCS-related content changes.

245. Money Savvy Generation Money Savvy Generation advertises that, “Happily we 
have...created the maps for you to show how our financial 
literacy curricula align to both Math and English Language Arts 
[common core] standards.”

246. Money SKILL Money SKILL has not changed its content for the CCS, but it is in
the process of showing where it matches the initiative.

247. Mosdos Press   Mosdos Press was developed prior to and independent of the 
CCS and is committed to remaining independent, but it does 
offer a CCS correlation chart on its website for those who may 
need such information. 

248. MrDowling.com Though MrDowling.com advertises CCS “aligned” lessons, the 
author of the material has not actually changed any content. 
Rather, he shows correlations between his material, as written, 
and the CCS.

249. Murphy, Stuart J. The content of Stuart Murphy's MathStart will not be changed to 
align and is currently correlated to the previous NCTM 
standards, not the CCS. But Mr. Murphy advertises support for 
the CCS by indicating that “t  he CCSS for Mathematics include 
Standards for Mathematical Practice that are consistent with 
those of the MathStart series...” and that his I See I Learn series 
“can help young children prepare for the Common Core State 
Standards.”

250. MWorld MWorld advertises that its Teacher Guides are “mapped to” the 
CCS.
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251. MyEasyLanguage (Kaleeka Press) The publisher of MyEasyLanguage (Kaleeka Press) materials 
states that she has “reviewed the CCS requirements and [is 
certain] that [they are] well within those requirements.”

252. Mystery Science Mystery Science “indicate[s] on [its] website how [its] units 
connect with the NGSS standards.”

RESOURCE NOTES

253. NAMC 
(North American Montessori Center)

NAMC has “prepared [draft] Common Core alignment documents
for math, geometry, and language arts for K to Grade 6...; 
however, [as of April 2016] these documents are...available only 
for students enrolled in [NAMC's] diploma programs. [NAMC 
plans] to release them to curriculum purchasers at some point 
later in [2016] when they are finalized.”

254. NaNoWriMo's Young Writers Program NaNoWriMo advertises a “detailed chart of the Common Core 
fulfillments” for each grade level.

255. N  ASAWavelength “NASAWavelength doesn't prepare or develop materials, just 
catalogs resources so that educators can find them in meaningful
ways.” It doesn't currently show correlations to the CCS/NGSS, 
but “if [its] users express a need for a... browse/search capability 
based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), [it] 
will explore how [it] could tag resources that could be used to 
support NGSS. ...[It also promotes] resources in the collection 
through newsletters, blog posts, and professional conferences 
when appropriate [and this] has included...showing connections 
of resources to support specific areas of NGSS.”

256. National Beta Club, The The newly refocused College & Career Ready Leadership 
Summits curriculum offered by The National Beta Club 
“advances common core standards beyond the classroom and 
offers hands on experiences for students to evaluate leadership 
skills both critically and constructively.”

257. National Constitution Center The National Constitution Center advertises its correlations to the
CCS.

258. National Number Knockout In 2015, National Number Knockout advertised that it “helps 
meet Common Core and STEM standards.” 

259. National Wildlife Federation
  Ranger Rick
  Ranger Rick Jr.
  Eco-Schools

NWF educational materials have not been altered to align. 
However, the NWF has correlated its resources to the CCS 
and to NextGen.

260. Natural Math Natural Math incorporates both Moebius Noodles and Playing 
with Math, both of which are listed separately in the database.

261. Nessy Nessy “has been cross referenced with the Common Core 
literacy standards but the standards are fairly broad and Nessy is
a lot more intensive and incremental.”

262. Neuhaus Education Center Neuhaus shows correlations to the CCS on its website.

263. New Elementary Mathematics (Singapore) Singapore has a clear correlation document for New Elementary 
Mathematics. 
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RESOURCE NOTES

264. N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc.
  Phonogram Page
  Spell Drill
  Johnny Can Spell
  Johnny Can Write
  Grammar Applications

Most N.I.N.E. Enterprises, Inc. products are independent of the 
CCS. However, the Interactive Grammar Notebook is correlated.

265. NitroType (Typing.com) NitroType indicates that it correlates with CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.3.6. It is also a subsidiary of Typing.com, which 
advertises its correlation.

266. Nomad Press Nomad Press has a document showing how all of its books 
correlate to the CCS.

267. No Starch Press Most No Starch Press books are independent of the CCS, but 
CCS correlations have been developed for a few titles. 

RESOURCE NOTES

268. Oak Meadow Oak Meadow has not changed any current materials to align with
the CCS, but it is in the process of creating information to identify
where those materials do correlate. Additionally, the company 
will refer to the CCS as it creates new materials. It says its own 
educational philosophy will take precedence if there is a conflict 
between that and CCS recommendations, but, it will consider the
CCS.

269. Ocean First Education Ocean First Education “include[s] information about the NGSS 
components as they relate to each [of its courses].”

270. Odyssey of the Mind Odyssey of the Mind advertises its correlation to the CCS.

271. Oklahoma Homeschool (Cindy Downes) Cindy Downes of Oklahoma Homeschool has not and will not 
change the content of any of her materials in order to align. 
However, she will likely create documents to show how some of 
her resources correlate. She feels that if doing so encourages 
some public school teachers to use her resources - and thus be 
exposed to the Bible portions of her curriculum even if they don't 
use that in class - it would be beneficial for evangelistic 
purposes.

272. Online Tutoring by Read Right Online Tutoring by Read Right advertises its correlation to the 
CCS.

273. OpenStax In addition to other material, OpenStax offers AP resources. 
Though AP material is not directly covered by the CCS because 
it is the equivalent of freshmen-level college courses, it's worth 
noting that all AP courses must be approved by the College 
Board and that the College Board is in the process of changing 
AP courses   and   tests to “reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to 
maintain College Board approval, books used via OpenStax will 
have to make related changes as well. In regards to non-AP 
material, we are awaing a response from OpenStax.

In regards to non-AP classes, “OpenStax Library is currently 
gear[d] towards the college market. [But it is] working on 
adaptations for algebra that will follow NGSS guidelines.”

274. OrganWise Guys, The The OrganWise Guys advertises its correlation with the CCS.

275. Orton Gillingham Online Academy As of April 2016, “Plans are underway to list the CCS that align 
with the Orton Gillingham Approach on [the Orton Gillingham 
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Online Academy] website.”

276. Osmo Osmo advertises the correlation of many of its lessons – click 
here for an example - to the CCS.

277. Owl Kids Publications Owl Kids has produced teacher's guides to correlate its 
resources to the CCS.

278. Ozobot Ozobot has “not altered any material to align with any 
standards...but when creating lessons and other content for the 
lesson library, [it does] try to cite all standards that apply,” 
including the CCS. 

RESOURCE NOTES

279. Pattern Press Pattern Press advertises its correlations to the CCS.

280. Paulsen (Penguin) Paulsen is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

281. PCI Education (Pro-Ed) PCI Education has detailed listings showing its products 
correlations to the CCS.

282. Peachtree Publishers Peachtree Publishers has stated that it does not feel it has the 
time to answer questions in regards to its position on the CCS. 
However, a company representative directed me to an NPR 
broadcast in which Peachtree's publisher, Margaret Quinlan, 
expressed support for the CCS. Thus, it's likely that the 
company's books are or will become correlated to the initiative. 

283. Penguin
  Dial
  Dutton
  Grosset & Dunlap
  Ladybird Books
  Paulsen
  Philomel
  Puffin
  Putnam
  Razorbill
  Viking

Though literature published by Penguin and its imprints will not 
itself be altered for the CCS, all of the company's teaching 
resources will be correlated to the CCS.

284. Perma-Bound Though the original publishers of books marketed by Perma-
Bound may or may not have connections to the CCS, Perma-
Bound has designed CCS correlations for the titles.

285. Philomel (Penguin) Philomel is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published 
by Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, 
all of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

286. Phono-Graphix Reading Company Phono-Graphix has “plans to make available a key to how [its] 
materials already address [the CCS], for those who absolutely 
must align their own instruction to them.”

287. Physics Central Physics Central has not changed to align, but “will most likely 
say how parts of [its] materials may be used to teach Common 
Core or NGSS so...teacher[s] will have a way to fit it into their 
busy day[s].” 

288. Physics Quest Physics Quest has not changed to align, but “will most likely say 
how parts of [its] materials may be used to teach Common Core 
or NGSS so...teacher[s] will have a way to fit it into their busy 
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day[s].” 

289. Playing with Math According to the author of Playing with Math, “Much of [the book] 
is related to [the eight CCS] mathematical practice standards, 
not because [I] followed them on purpose, but because they 
reflect thinking similar to [mine].” Thus, the book is technically 
independent of the CCS and the author does not promote the 
initiative in the book. However, because the books' content does 
knowingly reflect the CCS in many ways and because the author
may reference the CCS standards in blog posts – not the book 
itself – listing it as both independent and correlated seems 
appropriate.

290. Plural Sight Plural Sight has not changed current content for the CCS, but 
does indicate that it seems “to naturally align with these 
standards.” It is also willing address specific ways in which it 
meets various aspects of the CCS approach to learning.

291. Practical Money Skills Practical Money Skills lists correlations on its website.

292. Press for Learning In the second edition of Building Foundations of Scientific 
Understanding, the flagship Press for Learning resource, the 
company “will provide, as an appendix, a matrix so that users 
who are under pressure of NGSS can correlate lessons with 
specific NGSS standards and vice versa.” 

293. Prestwick House Prestwick House has a “CCSS Resouce Guide” through which it 
advertises that it “offers a variety of resources that will help you 
meet the Common Core State Standards.” Prestwick Hous also 
offers material for AP courses, which are not directly covered by 
the CCS because they are the equivalent of freshmen-level 
college courses. However, it's worth noting that all AP courses 
must be approved by the College Board and that the College 
Board is in the process of changing   AP courses and tests 
“reconcile” AP with the CCS. In order to maintain College Board 
approval, Prestwick House may have to make related changes 
as well. 

294. Primary Mathematics Standards Edition 
(Singapore)

Singapore has a clear correlation document for the Primary 
Mathematics Standards Edition. The Primary Mathematics 
Common Core Edition is explicitly aligned and the Primary 
Mathematics US Edition is not aligned.

295. Primary Phonics (EPS/School Specialty) Primary Phonics advertises its correlation to the CCS.

296. Private Eye, The The Private Eye has documents showing how its materials 
correlate to the CCS.

297. ProCon.org ProCon.org advertises that it “is uniquely designed to be a 
powerful resource for Common Core instruction” and also has 
“Common Core compliant lesson plan ideas.”

298. Professor Pete's Classroom
(Classroom Professor)

Professor Pete's Classroom has “identified parts of the Common
Core with which [its] products are consistent” and “[includes for 
its users] some information about aspects of CCS [its] resources
align with.”

299. Professor Teaches (Individual Software) Professor Teaches has “brought out [its] CSS compliance in [its] 
marketing materials for teachers and educators so they can be 
certain that students who use [its] software will be on target with 
the CCS.”

300. Puffin (Penguin) Puffin is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by 
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

301. Pro-Ed Pro-Ed advertises its products' correlations to the CCS.
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302. Proud to Be Primary Proud to Be Primary has “checked off the [common core] 
standards [its products] correspond to in product description[s].”

303. Purplemath Purplemath is a Mathhelp.com product. Mathhelp.com is 
correlated to the CCS.

304. Purposeful Design Publications  (ACSI) Purposeful Design “will not make the CCSS the standard by 
which [it develops] textbooks. [The company is] committed to 
remaining independent of the CCSS.” However, though it “will 
not change any content in order to align with the CCSS, [it] will 
identify where, in [its] textbooks (as written), the CCSS are 
addressed by the content.”

305. Putnam (Penguin) Putnam is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

RESOURCE NOTES

306. Quaver Music Quaver Music advertises that it “seeks to meet and exceed the 
National Core Arts Standards” and also shows correlations to 
those standards. The National Core Arts Standards are aligned 
to the CCS.

RESOURCE NOTES

307. Rand McNally Education Rand McNally Education advertises that “World Atlas content is 
aligned to...Common Core standards.”

308. Random House Random House has not changed the content of its literature to 
align, but it has created educator guides to correlate its books to
the CCS.

309. Razorbill (Penguin) Razorbill is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published 
by Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, 
all of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

310. REACH (US Sailing) REACH advertises that its modules are “tied to Next Generation 
Science Standards and common Core.”

311. Reading Eggs (edmentum) Reading Eggs advertises its correlation to the CCS.

312. Reading Eggspress (edmentum) Reading Eggspress advertises its correlation to the CCS.

313. Reading Game, The The content of The Reading Game was not altered for the CCS. 
However, the site offers a document showing where it correlates 
with the initiative.

314. Read Naturally Read Naturally advertises its correlations to the CCS.

315. Read, Write & Type (Talking Fingers) Read, Write & Type shows how its material correlates to the 
CCS.

316. Regnery Publishing Regnery Publishing has not changed the content of its books for
the CCS, but is showing correlations to the initiative.

317. Right Start Math Right Start has indicated via a 2015 webinar that its First   Edition 
materials are correlated to the CCS (i.e., “If you like common 
core, First Edition, we got you covered...It does meet the 
common core...”) and it has acknowledged since 2013 that its 
Second   Edition is also correlated to the initiative. The company 
is not replacing its First Edition with Second Edition; instead, it is
keeping the First Edition lessons, worksheets, and 
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RESOURCE NOTES

manipulatives for all levels (A to G) and will continue to support 
those resources indefinitely."

318. Road to Grammar By the end of 2014, Road to Grammar will be correlated to the 
CCS.

319. Robotics Academy (Carnegie Mellon) Robotics Academy lists detailed correlations to the CCS in its 
teacher's guides.

320. Rocket Math Rocket Math advertises on its home page how it “meets 
common core standards.”

321. Rock 'N Learn Rock 'N Learn has not made content changes for the CCS but 
does advertise correlations.

322. Rosen Publishing Rosen Publishing advertises its correlations to the CCS.

323. Royal Fireworks Press
(Michael Clay Thompson)

In at least some of its books, Royal Fireworks Press includes 
pages that explain how the material “aligns beautifully with the 
philosophy and content of the Common Core State Standards 
that are now being implemented in most states” and shows 
throughout the books where various lessons match CCS 
content. 

RESOURCE NOTES

324. S&S Books for Young Readers
(Simon & Schuster)

S&S Books for Young Readers titles are included among Simon 
& Schuster titles that support the CCS.

325. SAS Curriculum Pathways SAS Curriculum Pathways has not changed any of its existing 
resources to better align with CCS and has no plans to do so in 
the future. However, SAS does have resources to show how its 
materials correlate with the CCS (as well as other recognized 
state and national standards). 

326. School Sparks The publisher of School Sparks “[writes her] lessons without 
regard to the CCS and then note[s] the CCS that align with [a] 
lesson for those interested. In no way does the CCS dictate [her]
plan.”

327. Science Bob Science Bob has “not altered [its] content as a result of CCS, 
[but it] will be [correlating its] content to CCS in the coming 
months so that teachers can use the connections if needed. [It 
does] not plan on changing content at this time but may as a 
result of the [correlations].”

328. Science, Naturally! Science Naturally! does not actually have documents to show its
correlation with the CCS/NGSS . However, it clearly advertises 
that it knows it matches the CCS/NexGen in significant ways and
uses those connections as a selling point. 

329. Science Spot, The The owner of The Science Spot teaches in Illinois, which has 
“adopted NGSS. [Thus, she is] working [during Summer 2016] to
add connections for each lesson to those standards. However, 
the majority of [her] lessons are based on key concepts that 
apply to a variety of science content areas. [She]I will [be] 
adding a list of key concepts as well to help teachers in other 
states and situations adapt the lessons to meet their needs 
regardless of the content standards they are using (or required 
to use).” 

330. Science Wiz Science Wiz “titles largely 'align' with the [Next Generation 
Science Standards],” the CCS for science. Content has not been
changed, though, so this is actually correlation to the NGSS. 
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331. Scientific Learning Scientific Learning advertises its correlations to the CCS.

332. Scinch Scinch “[provides] information about which CCS concepts [its] 
already prepared kits cover for the interested parent.”

333. Scribner (Simon & Schuster) Scribner books are included among Simon & Schuster titles that 
support the CCS.

334. See-n-Read ColorTAG Study Recall 
System

See-n-Read ColorTAG advertises how it correlates with the 
CCS.

335. See-n-Spell See-n-Spell advertises how it correlates with the CCS.

336. Serra, Michael
  Discovering Geometry
  Mathercise
  Patty Paper Geometry
  Pirate Math
  Smart Moves
  What's Wrong with This Picture

The 5th Edition of Michael Serra's Discovering Geometry is 
aligned with the CCS, but previous editions of that book will not 
be changed. His other books will not be revised for the CCS, but 
Mr. Serra does note how his books correlate to the CCS.

337. SETCLAE (African American Images) The SETCLAE “teacher’s manual... indicate[s] how SETCLAE 
[correlates} itself with Common Core in Language Arts and 
Social Studies.”

338. ShelSilverstein.com ShelSilverstein.com, the author's website, offers a   teaching 
guide correlating his books to the CCS.

339. SightWords SightWords “cross-references to...the Common Core State 
Standards with each activity in [its] Phonemic Awareness 
curriculum.”

340. Simon & Schuster
  Aladdin
  Atheneum Books for Young Readers
  McElderry
  S&S Books for Young Readers
  Scribner

Simon & Schuster advertises its correlation to the CCS.

341. Singapore Singapore has created clear correlation documents for a number
of its series: Discovering Mathematics Additional Mathematics, 
Discovering Mathematics 1st Edition, Earlybird Kindergarten 
Standards Edition, New Elementary Mathematics, and Primary 
Mathematics Standards Edition. Please see the links, above, to 
each individual series for links to the appropriate correlation 
documents. Singapore also has an explicitly aligned series and 
one independent series. 

342. Sitton Spelling   and Word   Skills
(EPS/School Specialty)

Sitton advertises its correlation to the CCS.

343. Slim Goodbody Slim Goodbody health materials are independent of the CCS, 
but its math programs are correlated to the initiative.

344. Songs That Teach (Sara Jordan) Songs that Teach advertises its correlation to the CCS.

345. Spalding Education International Spalding Education International advertises its correlation to the 
CCS.

346. Sparticl Sparticl advertises that it “provides content that covers the 
Disciplinary Core Ideas of the Next Generation Science 
Standards.” 

347. Speakaboos Speakaboos acknowledges that it matches some of the CCS but
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is “not building [its] content explicitly around” the initiative. 

348. Spelling City
(SpellingVocabularyCity)

Spelling City is closely associated with entities that are aligned 
or correlated and has been praised by those in   favor of the CCS.
It also clearly advertises detailed correlations with the CCS and 
is the creator of an explicitly aligned science curriculum, 
Science4Us.

349. Spelling-Words-Well.com Spelling-Words-Well.com advertises its correlations to the CCS 
on “about 30 out of 250+ existing pages.”

350. Sphero Sphero advertises its correlations to the CCS and NGSS. 

351. Starfall Though the Starfall website says it is “aligned” to the CCS, site 
content has not been changed. Starfall is actually correlated, not
explicitly aligned, according to my definitions. 

352. Stern Math Stern Math was developed beginning in the 1940s and has not 
been changed at all in order to align. However, the company is 
producing charts to show how what they've always done 
happens to correlate with the CCS.

353. Stevenson Reading Stevenson Reading explains how its program matches aspects 
of the CCS.

354. Stinky Kid Math Stinky Kid Math advertises that “content can all be tied directly 
back to state and common core standards.”

355. Stock Market Companion Stock Market Companion has definite plans to correlate to the 
social studies/economics CCS when they are published.

356. Stossel in the Classroom Stossel in the Classroom is working to add a search function to 
its website so those required to justify that their lessons correlate
with the CCS can use the Stossel resources. However, it will 
include the following statement with its correlation tool: "To 
assist teachers who are required to teach based on Common 
Core standards or other state standards, we are providing this 
tool to help you identify which of our materials meet the various 
standards in your state. This should in no way be construed as 
endorsement of Common Core or other state standards by 
Stossel in the Classroom." 

357. Structrual Reading (Stern) Structural Reading was created in the 1940s by the author of 
Stern Math. As with the math, the current publisher has not 
changed a thing in order to align with CCS, but is creating charts
to show how the program happens to correlate.

358. StrugglingReaders.com Correlations to the CCS are listed in the books published by 
StrugglingReaders.com.

359. StudyLadder StudyLadder has not adapted its material to the CCS, but its 
website has a section where those who need to follow the 
standards can find material that would be appropriate for 
teaching that outcome. The site contains many CCS-correlated 
activities because the program is used by thousands of public 
school teachers, but parents can bypass those resources if 
they’d prefer to use non-aligned materials. 

360. Sunflower Education Sunflower Education advertises that most of its material is 
“correlated to national educational standards issued by the 
National Council for the Social Studies, the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, the National Resource Council, [and] 
the International Reading Association/National Council of 
Teachers of English,” all of whom have altered or adapted their 
standards to align with the CCS.
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361. Supercharged Science Supercharged Science advertises its correlation to the NGSS.

362. Superlinks Accelerated Learning & 
Reading Instruction Center
(National Reading Diagnostics Institute/
Keys Learning)

Superlinks advertises its correlation to the CCS.

363. Super Teacher Workseets Super Teacher Worksheets is “not going to alter [its] worksheets,
learning centers, or any of [its] printable content. However, [it is] 
going to include a link next to each file that states which 
common core standards are met by each worksheet.” The links 
will be available by September, 2013.

RESOURCE NOTES

364. Talking Fingers
  Read, Write & Type
  Talking Shapes
  Wordy Qwerty

Talking Fingers is the creator of Read, Write & Type and Wordy 
Qwerty, two correlated product lines.

365. TeachingAmericanHistory.org
(Ashbrook Center)

TeachingAmericanHistory.org advertises its correlation to the 
CCS.

366. TeachWithMe.com TeachWithMe.com includes a Getting to the Core section that 
correlates various resources to the CCS.

367. Teach Your Monster to Read
(The Usborne Foundation)

Teach Your Monster to Read is a subsidiary of Usborne, which is
correlated with the CCS.

368. Teach with Movies Teach with Movies “accept[s] the CCSS but [applies] them only 
at the very general level of the Anchor Standards.” The site 
includes reference to the Anchor   Standards in its lesson plans 
for many films. 

369. TEDEd TEDEd animations are not created with the CCS specifically in 
mind, but some may have ancillary connections to the initiative, 
at the discretion of the original creators of the content. 
Additionally, some of the animations have been correlated to the 
CCS.

370. TES TES advertises its correlation to the CCS.

371. Thinkfun Thinkfun advertises how it “supports the common core standards
for mathematics.”

372. Thomas Nelson (and Tommy Nelson)
(Harper Collins)

Thomas Nelson “has reviewed much of [its] backlist and applied 
the Common Core standards” and is “also [running its] new titles 
through Common Core guidelines.”

373. Time4Writing Time4Writing has not changed any content to align with the 
CCS. It just shows where its content – as written – correlates. 

374. TIME for Kids TIME for Kids advertises its correlations to the CCS. 

375. TimeMAPS Time MAPS is currently working on material to show its 
correlations to the CCS.

376. Triad Math, Inc. Triad Math, Inc. advertises its   support of and   correlation to the 
CCS.

377. Turtle Diary When originally queried in January 2014, Turtle Diary said it did 
“not have any plans to alter the already published material” and 
did not “advertise that [it aligns] with CCS/NexGen.” However, by
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May 2016, it actually was advertising its correlations to the 
initiative.

378. Twinkl Though Twinkl material created for the UK and Australia – which 
will be available in the US – is and will remain unaligned with the
CCS, material being created specifically for the US market will 
be correlated.

379. Typeonline.co.uk As of December 2014, Typeonline.co.uk was in the process of 
creating information to show correlations to the CCS.

380. Typing Club “...The Common Core State Standard contains a provision that 
requires students to demonstrate certain keyboarding skills 
starting in the 3rd grade and being able to type three pages in a 
single sitting by the end of the 6th grade. Typing Club is an 
online tool that educators utilize to teach their students touch 
typing and achieve this particular objective.”

381. Typing.com Typing.com indicates that it correlates with CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.3.6 and  also advertises its correlation on its home 
page.

382. Typing Instructor (Individual Software) Typing Instructor has “brought out [its] CSS compliance in [its] 
marketing materials for teachers and educators so they can be 
certain that students who use [its] software will be on target with 
the CCS.” 

RESOURCE NOTES

383. Usborne (EDC) Usborne has said it has not changed the content of any of its 
materials in order to align with the CCS; it has “not changed [its] 
books,” it has “merely…taken each [resource] book by book and 
pointed out…how they fit the CCSS standards.” The company is 
marketing itself as a CCS "endorsing partner, “which means that 
Usborne materials “have met the [CCS] guidelines.”

384. U.S. Work World U.S. Work World has “not changed any lessons.” However, it did 
add “College and Career Readiness Standards Anchors code -- 
and Career Readiness Practices -- to the bottom of each lesson.”

RESOURCE NOTES

385. Viking (Penguin) Viking is a Penguin imprint. And, though literature published by 
Penguin and its imprints will not itself be altered for the CCS, all 
of the company's teaching resources will be correlated to the 
CCS.

386. Visual Learning Systems Visual Learning Systems has “never changed [its] programs to 
conform to the [Next Generation Science Standards],” but it is 
“correlated to the NGSS.”

387. Vocabulary from Classical Roots  
(EPS/School Specialty)

Vocabulary from Classical Roots advertises its   correlation to the 
CCS.

RESOURCE NOTES

388. Walden Media Walden Media is producing teaching resources   correlated to the 
CCS.

389. Webster's Academy for Excellence in 
Writing

Webster's Academy utilizes Institute for Excellence in Writing 
(IEW) materials and agrees with the IEW position on the CCS. 
IEW is correlated to the CCS, which means that Webster's 
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Academy materials are also correlated.

390. Wee Sing Wee Sing advertises that it “prepares early learners in many 
ways that aid in implementing Common Core Standards.”

391. What So Proudly We Hail What So Proudly We Hail advertises “the connection this 
curriculum has with the new Common Core State Standards,” 
indicating that “the headnotes, conversation excerpts, 
and...guiding questions that accompany each of the texts in [the] 
curriculum” match reading and analysis techniques advocated in 
the CCS. That said, the company has no plans to actually alter 
its content for the CCS.

392. Who's Counting
(Teacher's Professional Resource)

Who's Counting advertises its correlations with the CCS.

393. Wiebe-Carlson Wiebe-Carlson advertises its products that support the CCS.

394. Williamsburg Academy Course content at Williamsburg Academy has not been changed,
but the program has been correlated to the CCS because the 
Academy has partnered with a Nevada charter school that 
required it of them.

395. Williamsburg Educational Programs In response to my query, I was told that “Colonial Williamsburg is 
dedicated to teaching accurate high quality history and civics 
lessons. You are welcome to review our offerings and draw your 
own conclusions with respect to your questions.” Thus, I did 
review the WEP offerings and determined that, while it does not 
appear that the programs have actually been changed to align 
with the CCS, correlation is clear.

396. Winsor Learning (The Sonday System) Winsor Learning advertises its correlation with the CCS.

397. WordlyWise   3000 
(EPS/School Specialty)

WordlyWise 3000 advertises its correlation to the CCS.

398. Wordly Wise Science & Social Studies  
(EPS/School Specialty)

Wordly Wise Science & Social Studies advertises its correlation 
to the CCS.

399. WordSmart WordSmart advertises that it helps students to “meet   the new 
common core standards.” 

400. Wordy Qwerty (Talking Fingers) Wordy Qwerty shows how its material correlates to the CCS.

401. Worksheet Universe Worksheet Universe clearly indicates where many of its sheets 
are correlated to the CCS.

RESOURCE NOTES

402. Yoga Kids Yoga Kids has “some projects slated for future development in 
which [it] will be working with national standards to create basic, 
yoga-integrated lesson plans to correspond with Core subjects in 
sections by grade level.”

403. Yummy Math Yummy Math is “in the process of adding CCSS correlation to 
each of our activities.”

RESOURCE NOTES

404. Zombie-Based Learning Zombie-Based Learning is not correlated standard by standard to
the CCS/NGSS/C3. But it is “broadly...designed to the 
Geography for Life   V  ersion 2   S  tandards...[which] are very in 
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RESOURCE NOTES

depth and informed the C3 standards...”  And “for Common Core 
ELA, there is certainly a lot of connection...[as]...ZBL had a third 
party do a report on common core alignment.” 

405. Zondervan
(Harper Collins)

Zondervan is “working to support   [the common core standards] 
by offering a diverse variety of books for every grade level, 
making it easier for educators, librarians and parents to find 
Common Core-compliant books.”

406. Zoo-Phonics Zoo-Phonics has not changed its content for the CCS, but it does
show correlations.
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